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	 	[image: ] Re3 is a revolutionary waste technology company that's working hard to create a cleaner world for everyone.
 Our world-first autoclave treatment process transforms tonnes of household and commercial waste into valuable biomass fibre - a clean, green alternative to fossil fuels. It also recovers valuable recyclables such as metals and plastics.
 The Re3 Process operates on an industrial scale and is a viable economic alternative to landfill and incineration. Powered by The Wilson System (TWS) - an ingenious steam based process developed by Tom Wilson, one of the world’s leading industrial engineers.
 It's ideal for municipalities and businesses that want to reduce waste and re-use it for heat and power.
 Re3 Technology works and it's turning the world around. Join the Re3 Revolution today and start building a better place for you, your children... for everyone.
 To learn more about the Re3 Revolution, please view the videos below or call a Re3 Adviser today on +44 28 3887 2020.
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	 	Re3 Attend Sustainable Ireland Awards

        28th October 2014

        On 14th September 2006, the Re3 team attended the Sustainable Ireland Awards at the Ramada Hotel, Belfast.Celebrating industry excellence within the island of Ireland, the Sustainable Ireland Awards were a resounding success with winners announced hailing . . .

      Read Article+ 
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	 	Re3 Ready To Take On Waste!

        28th October 2014

        Today marked the official start of Re3 as a 21st century waste treatment company. The company who intends to treat waste by diverting it away from landfill and into recyclables using new technology signed it's company agreement at the Armagh City . . .

      Read Article+ 
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        The Re3 Story
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        The Wilson System
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      Contact Re3 NI Office

      65 Legacorry Road

      Richhill, Co. Armagh

      N.Ireland BT61 9LF
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      Tel  - +44 28 3887 2020
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      re3group@gmail.com
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      View Legal Info
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